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Paper VI: Language and Linguistics 

UNIT 

Language 

1A. Language and Communication 

We all have an dea that language is the primary means of comemunnatwt: Aumals sius make 

noises to ommunic atec with cah oher but here we atc conerned ith hurnan iangagr 

Humans can conmunicate with each other with the aud of grstures to lke hand and/ 

head movements or cye contact et cetera but in most (ases they take reoure tn langnaar 

a detinition of languge, it can be said thar language is a system of sounds. words patterns e 

ctcra used by humans to communicate thouphts and feelings 

Language can be both spoken and written. Humans lcarn to speak first and meost ot thonc who 

Iean to spcak, subscquently learn to write. Spcech is then the basic mode ot communa ar use 

but writing is also a very important aspcct of communinaton. In this sectOn and threr 

subsequcnt sections, we sh.all concentuate primarily on spoken languagr. but wrirten langL-ager 

is not at all excluded fronn our disIssion. 

Human language or communication has certain characteristics whiuh dist1nguishes trom 

that of animal communicauon: 

12. duality of patterning: language is made up ot meaningless sound units alled 

phonemes, which are then combined into formal units with meanings alled 

morphemes or words. All developed human language has this dual structure ot 

patterning. 

13. creativity: combining the same units in muluple ways, hunmans tan Geate anv number 

of sounds or meaningtul utterances. 

14. arbitrariness: there are no inherent connections between sounds and svmbos or 

between symbols and what they symbolise. I hus, it is a purely arbitrary qualery ot 

the English language that associates the combination ot the sounds "p. "e and "n i 

mean pen, a writing cquipment. 

15. displacement: humans can and often do communicate outside the context and this 

is known as displacement. 

16. dynamic nature: human language is always dynamic; it keeps on changing at al 

levels: be it at the level of sounds, words, sentenues or semantics. 
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